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   JOIN KUIU INNER CIRCLE
With our rewards program, you can receive rewards points, exclusive offers, early access to new products, and more.
You'll Earn:
  + 25 points for joining the Inner Circle
  + ${pointsearned} points with this purchase

 Earn 1 point for every $1 you spend on eligible merchandise, 1000 points = $50 KUIU reward
Enter your birthday to receive special birthday offers (Optional)

By joining the Inner Circle, you are agreeing to the program terms and conditions and financial incentives including agreeing to receive marketing communications via email. View Privacy Policy
View Inner Circle Benefits


Join Now   


 Success!
Welcome to the Inner Circle

 
   Sign up for KUIU email and stay informed about new products, stories & videos and more. View Privacy Policy
*Fill out all required fields to create an account
Create Account   
       Email   Password Forgot your password?
       Login 
  


 
   We've sent you an email with a link to update your password. 

Forgot your password?

Email  Submit Return to Store 
    Success!
Welcome to the Inner Circle
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 Inner Circle RewardsYou'll get ${computedPointsEarned} points with this purchase
View Inner Circle Benefits Earn ${computedPointsEarned} points on this order!Inner Circle members earn points with every purchase to unlock rewards.
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         INNOVATIVE HUNTING GEAR
KUIU is founded on the principles of a technical layering system, reducing weight without sacrificing performance, and the continuous search for better technology.
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	Attack Pant 
Known for its combination of comfort, durability, and simplicity, the Attack Pant is our best-selling and most versatile hunting pant. It's the pant to own if you could only own one.
Shop
View Image
	   





Weight
18.5 oz / 524 g

       	   


Protection
Water Resistant, Abrasion Resistant

       	   


Material
4-Way Stretch Primeflex Polyester

       	   


Conditions
Mild - (45-70°F / 7-21°C)

       	   


Layering Position
Outer Layer - Pant

   [image: Attack Pant | Vias]View Image  
g Shop
   	Guide DCS Jacket 
Durable, wind and water-resistant, this outer-layer hooded jacket is built for any season. Features 4-way stretch Primeflex® fabric that provides comfort in a wide range of uses and conditions.
Shop
View Image
	   




Weight
23.9 oz / 678 g (L)

       	   


Protection
Water Resistant, Wind Resistant

       	   


Material
Primeflex Polyester, Micro-Fleece Backer

       	   


Conditions
Cold - (32-45°F / 0-7°C)

       	   


Layering Position
Outer Layer - Soft Shell

   [image: Front of Guide DCS Jacket in Verde Camouflage]View Image  
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   	Venture Divide 3000 
This 3000 cubic inch hunting day pack features a divided storage pocket for hauling assembled optics or rifle, plus internal and external pocketing for essential organization and hydration capability. Built with an extendable shroud, adjustable suspension, and a removable waist belt for added function and comfort.
Shop
View Image
	   




Weight
4 lb 11 oz/ 2126 g  

       	   


Material
330D HT & Waterproof HT Cordura®  

       	   


Sizing
Waist: 28-42 in / 71-107 cm
Shoulder Yoke Height Adjustment: 2.5 in / 6 cm  

       	   


Pack Size
Volume: 3000 Cubic inch / 49 L
Frame Height: 22.5 in / 57 cm
Expanded Dimensions: 22 x 13 x 11.5 in / 57 x 33 x 29 cm 

       	   


Hydration Compatible 
3 Liter

   [image: Venture Divide 3000 | Valo]View Image  
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Join the Kuiu Inner Circle
With our rewards program, you can receive rewards points, exclusive offers, early access to new products, and other perks.

JOIN

       THE KUIU LAYERING SYSTEM
Regardless of the conditions, terrain, or your level of activity, take it on with confidence.
  LEARN MORE   

    THE KUIU LAYERING SYSTEM
Regardless of the conditions, terrain, or your level of activity, take it on with confidence.
  LEARN MORE     





SWIPE TO EXPLORE    1. Next-To-Skin Layer
Worn next to skin, under all layers.
SHOP BASE LAYERS
[image: Crew neck long sleeve synthetic base layer in Valo Camouflage]

   2. Insulation Layer
Worn on top of base layers, and under rain gear.
Shop Insulation Layers
[image: Front of Super Down LT Hooded Jacket in Gunmetal Color]

   3. Protection Layer
Worn over base layers and insulation
Shop Protection Layers
[image: Waterproof hunting rain jacket in Vias camouflage]

   
 


 
      Men’s & Women’s:
Attack Pants
Found in every terrain, in every season, and on pursuit of nearly every species, the Attack Pants are comfortable, versatile, and a hunter’s choice when they only need one.
  SHOP NOW  

      [image: Attack Pants]

    
         [image: Shorts for Summer]

    EXPLORE:
Shorts for Summer
Not only are these shorts ideal for hot days in the field, they also perform for everyday use and training. Discover our shorts in a variety of styles, colors, and camo patterns.
  Shop Now  

   
      Discover:
Submersible Bags
No matter how wet it gets, with our submersible bags your gear simply can't get soaked. Made with TPU coated waterproof fabric, welded construction, and air-and-water tight TIZIP® MasterSeal zippers, they are purpose built for durability and keeping your gear dry.
  Shop Now  

      [image: Submersible Bags]

    

     LEARN WHAT IT TAKES 
   [image: hunters-in-turkey-hunting-gear]
      
  Top 12 Turkey Hunting Gear Picks for the Active Hunter  
 If you're looking for the best turkey hunting camo clothing and gear to use this season, look no further than this comprehensive guide from the experts at KUIU. 

   [image: 11 Tips for Spring Bear Hunting]
                
  11 Tips for Spring Bear Hunting  
 Spring bear season is here, so we asked our in-house bear experts for some of their best tips. 

   [image: Bowhunting Giant Alaskan Brown Bear]
         




  Bowhunting Giant Alaskan Brown Bear  
 Go along with Brendan Burns and Lance Kronberger to the Alaskan Peninsula as they battle the elements and a ticking clock in pursuit of a singular goal.    
    Learn More
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× Stay on Target
Sign-up now to get news, updates, special offers and insights delivered to your inbox

Email  First Name  Last Name  Zip Code  


Subscribe



YOU'RE SUBSCRIBED
Now let's find some gear.
Shop Now
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Be the first to know
Join now for news, updates, special offers & insights.
Email Address    
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